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Abstract
Democratisation is hailed as a pathway to peace by some, yet, blamed for provoking renewed violence by
others. Can democracy aid explain the effect of democratisation after civil war? Building upon findings
that transitions to democracy are prone to violence, this article shows that external democracy aid can
mitigate such negative effects. It is the first to disaggregate democracy aid and analyse its effect on
peace after civil war. To this end, it uses a configurational approach and focuses on support for compe-
tition (for example, promoting free and fair elections), institutional constraints (for example, strengthen-
ing the judiciary), and cooperation (for example, facilitating reconciliation). Combining Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (QCA) with an illustrative case study on Liberia, it demonstrates that democracy
aid can help to prevent recurrence during postconflict democratisation. Two pathways can explain peace-
ful democratisation: first, fostering ‘cooperative democratisation’ characterised by substantial support for
cooperation in lower-risk contexts; and second, fostering ‘controlled competition’ by combining substan-
tial support for institutional constraints and competition. Importantly, democracy support does not trig-
ger renewed violence. These findings speak to the academic debate on the destabilising potential of
democratisation processes after civil wars and inform policymakers designing postconflict support
strategies.
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Introduction
Does democracy aid influence whether democratisation helps – or hampers – building peace after
civil war? For almost three decades, support for democratisation constitutes an integral part of
international peacebuilding efforts.1 This seemed a fruitful strategy in Nepal (2006) and
Nicaragua (1991), but less so in Liberia (1997) or Angola (1992). The long-held conviction
that democratisation is the best path towards stable peace after civil wars has increasingly been
questioned.2 Based on findings that democratisation processes are particularly conflict prone,
scholars concluded that political liberalisation – and efforts to support this end – may cause
renewed violence.3

© The Author(s), 2021. Published by Cambridge University Press on behalf of the British International Studies Association. This is an Open
Access article, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which
permits unrestricted re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1Anna Jarstad and Timothy Sisk (eds), From War to Democracy: Dilemmas of Peacebuilding (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2008).

2Ibid.; Roland Paris, At War’s End: Building Peace after Civil Conflict (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
3Edward Mansfield and Jack Snyder, Electing to Fight: Why Emerging Democracies go to War (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,

2005); Edward Mansfield and Jack Snyder, ‘The sequencing “fallacy”’, Journal of Democracy, 18:3 (2007), pp. 5–9; Paris, At
War’s End.
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This article contributes to the debate on the wisdom or folly of supporting democratisation
after civil war. It generates new insights on the potential of postconflict democracy aid through
a novel approach: First, it is the first to disaggregate democracy aid, which allows exploring the
effect of external support targeting key aspects of postconflict democratisation that are either
peace-enhancing or peace-threatening. Second, it proposes that combinations of such support
can help to prevent destabilising effects. Third, it investigates the postconflict context where
the destructive dynamics are supposedly most pronounced. Overall, it explores the following
research question: What kind of external democracy aid (if any) can alleviate destabilising conse-
quences of democratisation after civil war?

While the effect of democracy aid on democratisation has received much attention, we know
little about its role in fostering peace after civil war. Roland Paris argues that externally supported
liberalisation triggered renewed violence in several qualitative case studies.4 Quantitative studies
suggest that such support might trigger low-scale violence, but is statistically associated with a
reduced likelihood of civil conflict during regime transition.5 However, these analyses do not spe-
cifically consider postconflict situations, and use an aggregate measure of democracy aid.

Combining fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) with insights from a qualitative
case study, this article identifies patterns of democracy aid that explain peaceful democratisation
after civil war. QCA is uniquely equipped to analyse complex causal relationships because it
allows focusing on the combined effect of the presence and/or absence of various factors.
Moreover, it acknowledges that alternative pathways (that is, combinations) can lead to the
same outcome. Drawing on forty qualitative interviews with domestic and international stake-
holders, the Liberian case serves as a plausibility probe of the finding with the widest explanatory
scope.

The findings suggest that external democracy aid can indeed help to sustain peace during post-
conflict democratisation. More specifically, promoting ‘controlled competition’ through com-
bined substantial support for institutional constraints and for competition explains peaceful
democratisation after civil war even in most difficult cases. In countries without a high predispos-
ition for conflict recurrence, fostering ‘cooperative democratisation’ by substantially supporting
cooperation alone might be able to prevent renewed violence. Importantly, the analysis indicates
that democracy aid is not associated with renewed violence. The results not only contribute to the
academic debate, but also provide useful insights for policymakers.

The article proceeds as follows: The next section discusses existing literature accounts on the
relationship between (postconflict) democratisation and peace. Section three discusses the
dynamics of postconflict democratisation in view of how democracy aid can reinforce peace-
enhancing and mitigate destabilising effects. After presenting the research design in section
four, the fifth section discusses the results before the last draws a conclusion.

Postconflict democratisation
A democratic system, following Robert Dahl’s notion of polyarchy, is characterised by public par-
ticipation and contestation, accompanied by institutional guarantees.6 I define postconflict dem-
ocratisation as an improvement in the quality of one or more of these aspects, in the aftermath of
a civil war. Democratisation, as understood here, does not imply that full democracy is reached at
the end of the process. It depicts a ‘process of opening up of political space’,7 which can mean the

4Paris, At War’s End.
5Burcu Savun and Daniel Tirone, ‘Foreign aid, democratization, and civil conflict: How does democracy aid affect civil

conflict?’, American Journal of Political Science, 55:2 (2011), pp. 233–46; Sebastian Ziaja, ‘A Nudge Too Far? The Effects
of Democracy Aid on Democratization and Political Instability’ (PhD thesis, University of Essex, 2014).

6Robert Dahl, Polyarchy: Participation and Opposition (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1971).
7Anna Jarstad, ‘Dilemmas of war-to-democracy transitions: Theories and concepts’, in Jarstad and Sisk (eds), From War to

Democracy, pp. 17–36 (p. 17).
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introduction of democratic institutions in an undemocratic regime, or the deepening of demo-
cratic qualities of an already rather democratic regime (without a guarantee against subsequent
backsliding). Although democratisation processes are primarily driven by domestic actors and
institutions, research shows that external actors can effectively foster democracy.8 I follow
Azpuru, Finkel, Pérez-Liñán, and Seligson in defining official development assistance as democ-
racy aid if it is specifically targeted at democracy promotion and aims at ‘establishing, strength-
ening, or defending democracy in a given country’.9

Theoretical arguments paired with empirical evidence suggest that consolidated democracies
are least susceptible to violent conflict. Theoretically, democracies provide mechanisms for peace-
ful conflict resolution.10 Empirically, numerous studies demonstrate that full democracies – as
well as full autocracies – rarely break down.11 Moreover, recent studies suggest that the quality
of political institutions or higher governance levels has a significant impact on preventing the
recurrence of civil war.12 Yet, empirical evidence also indicates that the path towards democracy
is often far from smooth despite the positive effects an established democratic system can have on
maintaining peace.

Scholars have demonstrated that transition processes contain destabilising potential,13 in par-
ticular after violent conflict.14 Case studies supported these macro-level findings15 and point to
trade-offs between establishing peace and democratisation.16 Cederman, Hug, and Krebs address
concerns regarding the reliability of the statistical results17 and confirm the relationship using a

8See, for example, Steven Finkel, Aníbal Pérez-Liñán, and Mitchell Seligson, ‘The effects of US foreign assistance on dem-
ocracy building, 1990–2003’,World Politics, 59 (2007), pp. 404–39; Sarantis Kalyvitis and Irene Vlachaki, ‘Democratic aid and
the democratization of recipient’, Contemporary Economic Policy, 28:2 (2010), pp. 188–218; Julia Leininger, ‘“Bringing the
outside in”: Illustrations from Haiti and Mali for the re-conceptualization of democracy promotion’, Contemporary
Politics, 16:1 (2010), pp. 63–80; Sebastian Ziaja, ‘More donors, more democracy’, The Journal of Politics, 82:2 (2020),
pp. 433–47.

9Dinorah Azpuru, Steven Finkel, Aníbal Pérez-Liñán, and Mitchell Seligson, ‘What is the United States been doing?’,
Journal of Democracy, 19:2 (2008), pp. 150–9 (p. 151).

10Peter Burnell, The Coherence of Democratic Peace-Building, Vol. 147 (Helsinki: United Nations University, 2006);
Benjamin Reilly, ‘Post-war elections: Uncertain turning points of transition’, in Jarstad and Sisk (eds), From War to
Democracy.

11Henrikas Bartusevicius and Svend-Erik Skaaning, ‘Revisiting democratic civil peace: Electoral regimes and civil conflict’,
Journal of Peace Research, 55:5 (2018), pp. 625–40; Kristian Gleditsch and Andrea Ruggeri, ‘Political opportunity structures,
democracy, and civil war’, Journal of Peace Research, 47:3 (2010), pp. 299–310; Jack Goldstone and Jay Ulfelder, ‘How to
construct stable democracies’, The Washington Quarterly, 28:1 (2004), pp. 9–20; Håvard Hegre, Tanja Ellingsen, Scott
Gates, and Nils Gleditsch, ‘Toward a democratic civil peace? Democracy, political change, and civil war, 1816–1992’, The
American Political Science Review, 95:1 (2001), pp. 33–48. Bartusevičius and Skaaning even find that electoral regimes
have a significantly lower risk of conflict (2018). Similar to Gleditsch and Ruggeri they argue that autocracies increase the
likelihood of violent opposition, while democracies offer non-violent alternatives.

12Håvard Hegre and Håvard Nygård, ‘Governance and conflict relapse’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:6 (2015),
pp. 984–1016; Barbara Walter, ‘Why bad governance leads to repeat civil war’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:7 (2015),
pp. 1242–72.

13Ursula Daxecker, ‘Perilous polities? An assessment of the democratization-conflict linkage’, European Journal of
International Relations, 13:4 (2007), pp. 527–53; James Fearon and David Laitin, ‘Ethnicity, insurgency, and civil war’,
American Political Science Review, 97:1 (2003), pp. 75–90; Hegre et al., ‘Toward a democratic civil peace?’; Edward
Mansfield and Jack Snyder, ‘Democratic transitions, institutional strength, and war’, International Organization, 56:2
(2002), pp. 297–337.

14Håvard Hegre and Hanne Fjelde, ‘Democratization and post-conflict transitions’, in Joseph Hewitt, Jonathan Wilkenfeld,
and Ted Robert Gurr (eds), Peace and Conflict (Lanham, MD: University of Maryland Press, 2010), pp. 79–90.

15Paris, At War’s End; Jack Snyder, From Voting to Violence: Democratization and Nationalist Conflict (New York, NY:
W. W. Norton & Co., 2000).

16Jarstad and Sisk (eds), FromWar to Democracy; Julia Leininger, Sonja Grimm, and Tina Freyburg, ‘Do all good things go
together? Conflicting objectives in democracy promotion’, Democratization, 19:3 Special Issue (2012).

17Vipin Narang and Rebecca Nelson, ‘Who are these belligerent democratizers? Reassessing the impact of democratization
on war’, International Organization, 63:2 (2009), pp. 357–79; James Vreeland, ‘The effect of political regime on civil war:
Unpacking anocracy’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 52:3 (2008), pp. 401–25.
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more valid measurement of regime change.18 While agreement is still lacking as to how strong the
relationship between democratisation and instability is, consensus holds that processes of democ-
ratisation contain the potential to destabilise.

Against this background, the question arises whether democracy aid fosters, or hampers,
building peace after civil war. Externally supported democratisation has been at the centre of
international peacebuilding since the 1990s. Renewed violence in many cases, however, triggered
a critical debate regarding this ‘liberal peacebuilding’ strategy, arguing that promoting democracy
to foster peace is unsuited for fragile, war-torn contexts.19 Various scholars caution that in post-
conflict situations democracy aid might actually run counter to building peace and should at least
be postponed until the circumstances are more favourable.20 Burcu Savun and Daniel Tirone’s
statistical finding that democracy aid significantly reduces the likelihood of violence during tran-
sition, though, provides ground for optimism.21 They argue that democracy-related aid can
reduce problems of uncertainty and commitment. Similarly, Aila Matanock shows that demo-
cratic participation provisions in peace agreements combined with close international scrutiny
can reduce the risk of renewed violence.22 Sebastian Ziaja, in turn, finds an ambivalent effect:
He demonstrates that democracy aid is associated with higher levels of violent unrest, though
not with the outbreak of civil war.23 Yet, except for Matanock, these studies concentrate on demo-
cratising countries in general and do not differentiate those cases whose recent history of civil war
renders them particularly vulnerable to experience renewed violence.24

In sum, previous research on the peace-democracy nexus investigated the effect of democra-
tisation on peace,25 the effect of postconflict elections on peace,26 or the effect of democracy aid
on postwar democratisation.27 Scholars have provided robust findings that democracy aid fosters
democratisation,28 and that it can mitigate destabilising effects of democratic transitions.29

However, the literature lacks conclusive evidence for the effect of democracy aid on the chances
of civil war recurrence. The existing macro-level studies do not take the postconflict context into
account. Moreover, they analyse aggregate Official Development Assistance (ODA) contributions.
Due to the complexity of the peace-democracy nexus that lacks a clear, linear relationship, this
article assumes that focusing on the effect of aggregate aid levels is insufficient. Instead, it
might be necessary for international support to reinforce the peace-enhancing aspects as well

18Lars-Erik Cederman, Simon Hug, and Lutz Krebs, ‘Democratization and civil war: Empirical evidence’, Journal of Peace
Research, 47:4 (2010), pp. 377–94.

19For a summary of this debate, see, for example, Roland Paris, ‘Saving liberal peacebuilding’, Review of International
Studies, 36:2 (2010), pp. 337–65.

20See, for example, Paris, At War’s End; Mansfield and Snyder, ‘The sequencing “fallacy”’.
21Savun and Tirone, ‘Foreign aid, democratization, and civil conflict’.
22Aila Matanock, Electing Peace: From Civil Conflict to Political Participation (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University

Press, 2017).
23Ziaja, ‘A Nudge Too Far?’.
24Thomas Flores and Irfan Nooruddin, Elections in Hard Times: Building Stronger Democracies in the 21st Century

(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2016); Paris, At War’s End.
25Cederman, Hug, and Krebs, ‘Democratization and civil war’; Paris, At War’s End.
26Dawn Brancati and Jack Snyder, ‘Time to kill: The impact of election timing on postconflict stability’, Journal of Conflict

Resolution, 57:5 (2012), pp. 822–53; Thomas Flores and Irfan Nooruddin, ‘The effect of elections on postconflict peace and
reconstruction’, The Journal of Politics, 74:2 (2012), pp. 558–70; Matanock, Electing Peace.

27Felix Haass, ‘The democracy dilemma: Aid, power-sharing governments, and post-conflict democratization’, Conflict
Management and Peace Science (2019), pp. 1–24; Christoph Zürcher, Carrie Manning, Kristie Evenson, Rachel Hayman,
Sarah Riese, and Nora Roehner, Costly Democracy: Peacebuilding and Democratization After War (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 2013).

28See, for example, Finkel, Pérez-Liñán, and Seligson, ‘The effects of US foreign assistance’; Sam Jones and Finn Tarp,
‘Does foreing aid harm political institutions’, Journal of Development, 118 (2016), pp. 266–81; Kalyvitis and Vlachaki,
‘Democratic aid and the democratization of recipient’; James Scott and Carie Steele, ‘Sponsoring democracy: The United
States and democracy aid to the developing world, 1988–2001’, International Studies Quarterly, 55:1 (2011), pp. 47–69.

29Savun and Tirone, ‘Foreign aid, democratization, and civil conflict’.
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as addressing adverse dynamics of postconflict democratisation to prevent a recurrence of violent
conflict. I therefore disaggregate democracy support to allow a more fine-grained understanding
of which type and combination of support (targeting specific aspects of democracy) can explain
peaceful democratisation after civil war.

Democracy aid
Drawing on research in the fields of regime transition and conflict research, I argue that substan-
tial (as compared to marginal) support for competition, for institutional constraints, and for
cooperation can help to mitigate, but might also reinforce destabilising dynamics of postconflict
democratisation. Due to the complexity of the relationship between peace, democracy, and dem-
ocratisation, I theorise that strengthening one aspect only might be insufficient or potentially even
counterproductive. Instead, combinations of support might be necessary to render democratisa-
tion peaceful.

Democracy aid can impact on postconflict political processes in various ways. First, financial
contributions and technical support can help to improve the functionality and capacity of demo-
cratic institutions, processes, and actors,30 for example, through civic education,31 or support for
civil society.32 Moreover, financial support can be crucial to reduce the dependence of actors and
institutions on the ruling government, allowing them the necessary independence to oppose the
government or hold it accountable.33 Second, international engagement in an area can help to
improve the credibility and legitimacy of democratic procedures.34 Third, international attention
and scrutiny will be heightened by support in an area, which can help to facilitate cleaner demo-
cratic procedures and mitigate the risk of violence.35

Competition

Support for competition can strengthen peace-enhancing aspects of democratisation; by facilitat-
ing free and fair competition for power, for example through electoral support, or empowerment
of marginalised groups.36 Promoting pluralism that allows a meaningful choice can make an
important contribution to the open political contestation that is essential for a functioning dem-
ocracy.37 External support can enable a (more) level playing field where diverse political actors
have a fair chance of gaining power, for example by promoting a free and vibrant press thereby

30Charlotte Fiedler, Jörn Grävingholt, Julia Leininger, and Karina Mross, ‘Gradual, cooperative, coordinated: Effective sup-
port for peace and democracy in conflict-affected states’, International Studies Perspectives, 21:1 (2020), pp. 54–77; Jones and
Tarp, ‘Does foreign aid harm’; Kalyvitis and Vlachaki, ‘Democratic aid and the democratization of recipient’; Stephen Krasner
and Jeremy Weinstein, ‘Improving governance from the outside in’, Annual Review of Political Science, 17 (2014), pp. 123–45.

31Jessica Gottlieb, ‘Greater expectations: A field experiment to improve accountability in Mali’, American Journal of
Political Science, 60:1 (2016), pp. 143–57; Eric Mvukiyehe and Cyrus Samii, ‘Promoting democracy in fragile states: Field
experimental evidence from Liberia’, World Development, 95 (2017), pp. 254–67.

32Miguel Niño-Zarazúa, Rachel Gisselquist, Ana Horigoshi, Melissa Samarin, and Kunal Sen, Effects of Swedish and
International Democracy Aid (Stockholm, Sweden: Expert Group for Aid Studies, 2020); Daniel Nowack, ‘Process tracing
the term limit struggle in Malawi: The role of international democracy promotion in Muluzi’s bid for a third term’,
Africa Spectrum, 55:3 (2020), pp. 291–320.

33Tobias Heinrich and Matt Loftis, ‘Democracy aid and electoral accountability’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 63:1
(2019), pp. 139–66; Krishna Kumar, Promoting Independent Media: Strategies for Democracy Assistance (Boulder, CO:
Lynne Rienner, 2006); Nowack, ‘Process tracing the term limit struggle’.

34Matanock, Electing Peace; Inken von Borzyskowski, ‘The risks of election observation: International condemnation and
post-election violence’, International Studies Quarterly, 63:3 (2019), pp. 654–67.

35Virginia P. Fortna, Does Peacekeeping Work? Shaping Belligerents’ Choices After Civil War (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2008); Matanock, Electing Peace.

36Brancati and Snyder, ‘Time to kill’.
37Dahl, Polyarchy; Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (London, UK: Allen and Unwin, 1976).
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helping to facilitate a genuine debate or empowering marginalised groups and civil society orga-
nisations to promote pluralism and a meaningful choice.

Democratic procedures in turn can work as a system of conflict management. Since conflicts
exist in every society, the main question is whether a society is able to resolve them in a peaceful
way. Functioning democratic institutions offer mechanisms to deal with conflict peacefully, in
contrast to autocratic regimes, which often rely on repression. Democratic elections and account-
ability mechanisms provide institutionalised, transparent, and open channels to allocate, but also
withdraw political power.38 This way, supporting democratic procedures provides non-violent
means to address grievances and seek government reform, allowing former rebels or other groups
outside the power circles to influence politics without adhering to violent strategies.39

In addition to procedures for managing conflict, a democratic system also directly reduces
sources of conflict. It gives a voice to different groups, reducing exclusion and marginalisation,
which are key reasons for conflict recurrence.40 Targeted support for these groups can help to
make their participation meaningful. Thus, fostering political competition reduces the incentives
for groups that do not hold power to violently challenge power-holders.

Potential power gains for one group, however, imply potential power losses for another.
Strengthening an independent electoral commission, providing technical support to facilitate
clean and transparent elections or sending election observers reduces opportunities for electoral
fraud.41 Thus, external support for competition can help emerging political actors to effectively
challenge power-holders. If as a consequence of such support the ruling elite feels seriously
threatened, it may provoke repressive responses and unleash violent dynamics, since power-
holders – be they old elites or new, democratically elected incumbents – seldom yield their
power and privileges voluntarily.42

Thus, I expect that external support for competition alone is insufficient to sustain peace dur-
ing postconflict democratisation and might even trigger renewed violence.43 To avoid reinforcing
the adverse effects of increased political competition, it might be necessary to combine different
types of democracy aid. The postconflict context reinforces the potential of such destabilising
dynamics. High degrees of polarisation and mistrust increase the chances that the competitive
nature of liberal democracy triggers renewed violence.44 Moreover, subjugating to democratic
rules could mean accepting defeat at the ballots after winning on the battlefield.45 This makes
it difficult to believe that all actors credibly commit to these rules, and that neither the winning
party would usurp power nor losers return to warfare.46 Therefore, strengthening institutional
constraints and fostering cooperation might be important additions to promoting political
competition.

38Burnell, The Coherence of Democratic Peace-Building, Benjamin Reilly, ‘Post-conflict elections: Constraints and dangers’,
International Peacekeeping, 9:2 (2002), pp. 118–39.

39Brancati and Snyder, ‘Time to kill’.
40Charles Call, Why Peace Fails: The Causes and Prevention of Civil War Recurrence (Washington, DC: Georgetown

University Press, 2012).
41Matanock, Electing Peace; von Borzyskowski, ‘The risks of election observation’.
42Pippa Norris, Richard Frank, and Ferran Martinez i Coma, Contentious Elections: From Ballots to Barricades (New York,

NY: Routledge, 2015); Zürcher et al., Costly Democracy.
43It might thus constitute an INUS condition: insufficient but necessary part of a condition that is itself unnecessary but

sufficient for the result.
44Jarstad and Sisk (eds), From War to Democracy; Paris, At War’s End; Reilly, ‘Post-conflict elections’; Snyder, From Voting

to Violence.
45Reilly, ‘Post-conflict elections’.
46Kristine Höglund, Anna Jarstad, and Mimmi Kovacs, ‘The predicament of elections in war-torn societies’,

Democratization, 16:3 (2009), pp. 530–57; Thomas Ohlson, ‘Understanding causes of war and peace’, European Journal of
International Relations, 14:1 (2008), pp. 133–60; Barbara Walter, ‘Designing transitions from civil war: Demobilization, dem-
ocratization, and commitments to peace’, International Security, 24:1 (1999), pp. 127–55.
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Institutional constraints

First, I theorise that combining support for competition with support for institutional constraints
can foster the peace enhancing effects of postconflict democratisation. It can address the institu-
tional vacuum caused by a democratic transition, countervail the credible commitment problem
and raise the costs of violent competition. Support for institutional constraints can help to effect-
ively thwart abuses of power.47 For example, by enabling an independent judiciary to prevent
momentary electoral winners from using their legitimately gained power to entrench their pos-
ition. Peaceful contestation and the acceptance of unwelcome or unexpected results are more
likely if the opposition sees a fair chance to win power in the next elections.48 Moreover, a func-
tioning judicial system can act as a neutral arbiter of clean electoral procedures and offer non-
violent means to address (alleged) fraud or procedural deficiencies. Promoting the neutrality
and democratic oversight of the police can help to ensure the impartial persecution of undemo-
cratic behaviour. In a postconflict context, those institutions formerly able to contain or punish
violence are usually weakened or dismantled while nascent democratic institutions typically fail to
provide effective constraints and credibly guarantee that the rules will be upheld for all actors alike.
External support can be essential to strengthen institutional constraints since the ruling elite will
mostly be disinclined to strengthen checks on their own power.49 Moreover, guaranteed rights
and freedoms directly reduce grievances and prevent the repression of minority groups and diver-
gent opinions.

Strengthening institutional constraints in the absence of political pluralism and fair contest-
ation, however, might be similarly unsuited to foster peaceful democratisation. Institutional con-
straints can be used for repression as well as for protection. If the judiciary or the police are under
the influence of the ruling party, they may become tools for monopolising and retaining power
rather than constraining abuses of power.50 Since power-holders have little incentives to allow the
creation of effective constraints on their own rule,51 political contestation might be required to
foster the independence and neutrality of oversight institutions. International support for plural-
ism alongside support for institutional constraints can help to strengthen the role of an oppos-
ition currently not in power, a critical media as well as the awareness of power-holders that a
different party might gain power in the future. It thus reduces opportunities and incentives to
engage in violence both for power-holders as well as for contenders or marginalised groups.
Thus, I expect that a combination of support for institutional constraints and for competition
is required to mitigate negative, and instead generating peace enhancing effects of postconflict
democratisation.

Cooperation

Second, I expect that supporting cooperation in society can be another way to mitigate the poten-
tial destabilising effects of political competition. Electoral competition requires mobilising con-
stituencies, which entails emphasising differences instead of similarities. After protracted
conflict, mobilisation strategies tend to exploit, and thereby reinforce, wartime cleavages by

47Karina Mross, ‘First peace, then democracy? Evaluating strategies of international support at critical junctures after civil
war’, International Peacekeeping, 26:2 (2019), pp. 190–215.

48Adam Przeworski, Democracy and the Market (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Phililippe Schmitter
and Terry Karl, ‘What democracy is … and is not’, Journal of Democracy (1991), pp. 1–16.

49Brancati and Snyder, ‘Time to kill’; Flores and Nooruddin, ‘The effect of elections on postconflict peace and reconstruc-
tion’; Francis Fukuyama, ‘The imperative of state-building’, Journal of Democracy, 15:2 (2004), pp. 17–31; Walter, ‘Designing
transitions from civil war’.

50Milli Lake, ‘Building the rule of war: Postconflict institutions and the micro-dynamics of conflict in eastern DR Congo’,
International Organization, 71 (2017), pp. 281–315; Sarah von Billerbeck and Oisín Tansey, ‘Enabling autocracy?
Peacebuilding and post-conflict authoritarianism in the Democratic Republic of Congo’, European Journal of
International Relations (2019), pp. 698–722.

51Lake, ‘Building the rule of war’; Zürcher et al., Costly Democracy.
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stoking rivalry, drawing upon hatred and antagonism.52 Substantial support for cooperation can
countervene divisive mobilisation strategies by reducing the fertile ground for such tactics.
Support in this area, moreover, can help to generate the basic consent to a political system
that places a premium on compromise and is not perceived as a zero-sum game.53 As a conse-
quence, it can soften the credible commitment problem and increase the chances that constitu-
encies accept electoral defeat of their candidates without violent contestation. The trust that
electoral winners will not use their temporary superiority to restrict competition for power is piv-
otal for momentary losers to respect ‘the winners’ right to make binding decisions’.54 Therefore, it
is plausible that substantial support for competition combined with efforts to promote cooper-
ation can help to render postconflict democratisation processes peaceful.

Third, combining substantial support for institutional constraints and cooperation might the-
oretically also mitigate destabilising effects of postconflict democratisation. The two kinds of sup-
port could mitigate violence by addressing the credible commitment problem and thus crucially
strengthen emerging democratic procedures.

In short, based on the theoretical discussion we should expect that support for two of the three
conditions jointly can facilitate peaceful democratisation after civil war. Each of the combinations
constitute alternative pathways to peace. In QCA notation: COMP*IC + COMP*COOP +
IC*COOP → PEACE (combined support for competition and for institutional constraints, or
for competition and for cooperation, or for institutional constraints and cooperation is sufficient
for peaceful democratisation).55 With regard to recurrence, we expect that one type of support
alone is insufficient to prevent renewed violence. Thus, only supporting competition without sup-
porting institutional constraints nor cooperation is insufficient to facilitate peaceful democratisa-
tion (thus leading to recurrence), as is the sole support for institutional constraints or for
cooperation alone: COMP*∼IC*∼COOP + IC*∼COMP*∼COOP + COOP*∼IC*∼COMP →
RECURRENCE. The subsequent analysis includes a formalised theory evaluation to appraise
these expectations against the empirical reality.

Contextual factors

Various factors can theoretically matter for the effect of international democracy promotion
efforts on peace. Inclusive institutional designs56 and demobilisation of rebel groups can
help to reduce the credible commitment problem present in postconflict democratisation pro-
cesses.57 In these contexts the importance of external democracy aid might be reduced, but its
effect could also be enhanced. In addition, higher levels of development, previous democratic
experience and stronger institutions heighten the chances of successful postwar

52Jarstad and Sisk (eds), From War to Democracy; Paris, At War’s End; Reilly, ‘Post-conflict elections’; Snyder, From Voting
to Violence.

53David Bloomfield, Teresa Barnes, and Luc Huyse, Reconciliation After Violent Conflict: A Handbook (Stockholm,
Sweden: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 2003); Burnell, The Coherence of Democratic
Peace-Building; Schmitter and Karl, ‘What democracy is’.

54Guillermo O’Donnell and Philippe Schmitter, Transitions from Authoritarian Rule: Tentative Conclusions about
Uncertain Democracies (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), p. 82.

55In QCA notation∼ denotes a condition’s absence; * indicates logical AND, + logical OR.
56Power-sharing arrangements have been particularly debated in this context. See, for example, Höglund, Jarstad, and

Kovacs, ‘The predicament of elections in war-torn societies’. They are valued for reducing the credible-commitment problem
and stipulating cooperation, but criticised for violating the democratic principles of uncertainty and opportunities for change.

57Reilly, ‘Post-conflict elections’; Brancati and Snyder, ‘Time to kill’; Mehmet Gurses and David Mason, ‘Democracy out of
anarchy: The prospects for post-civil-war democracy’, Social Science Quarterly, 89:2 (2008), pp. 315–36; Madhav Joshi,
‘Post-civil war democratization: Promotion of democracy in post-civil war states, 1946–2005’, Democratization, 17:5
(2010), pp. 826–55.
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democratisation.58 Income and geostrategic importance may limit the leverage donors can have,
reducing the potential impact of external democracy promotion.59 Furthermore, we know that
various factors related to characteristics of the previous conflict as well as several structural con-
text conditions such as the level of socioeconomic development increase the risk of civil war
recurrence.60 Contexts with a particular high risk of conflict recurrence might increase the
importance of external engagement, though also reducing its chances to succeed.

Research design
Using Qualitative Comparative Analysis on all 18 cases of postconflict democratisation in the per-
iod 1990–2014, this article generates new insights on the role of democracy aid in fostering peace
after civil war. To assess the plausibility of the findings, qualitative insights from Liberia comple-
ment the QCA. Liberia exemplifies the path with the widest explanatory scope, covering a large
share of cases including most difficult cases. The discussion draws on forty qualitative interviews
with international representatives and domestic stakeholders from politics, civil society, and
media conducted in Monrovia at the end of 2017.

Qualitative Comparative Analysis

This article asks what kind of external democracy aid (if any) can alleviate destabilising conse-
quences of democratisation after civil war. It assumes that different combinations of democracy
aid can influence whether postconflict democratisation triggers renewed violence.

QCA is ideally suited to address the research problem: The set-theoretic approach allows going
beyond the probabilistic logic of linear regression analysis, which has hitherto dominated the debate
on the peace-democracy nexus. By focusing on configurations instead of correlations, QCA is able
to handle three core aspects of causal complexity and is uniquely equipped to provide new insights
on this complex relationship.61 Its epistemology acknowledges (1) that different causal paths can
lead to the same outcome (equifinality); (2) that a condition (often) exerts a certain effect only
in combination with other conditions (conjunctural causation); and (3) that the absence of a con-
dition does not necessarily have the inverted effect of its presence (asymmetric causality).62 In other
words, it is plausible to expect that not a single remedy can sustain peace in all postwar democra-
tisers; that the effect of one type of democracy aid might depend on the presence of other types; and
that if substantial support for competition triggers recurrence, this does not automatically imply
that its absence fosters peace. In order to understand not only which types and combinations of
democracy aid foster peaceful democratisation, but also which ones might cause violence to
recur, I analyse their effect on both recurrence and non-recurrence of violence.

QCA starts from the assumption of maximum causal complexity. All theoretically possible
combinations of the conditions are listed in the so-called truth table. Each row (namely,

58Larry Diamond, Developing Democracy: Toward Consolidation (Baltimore, MD and London, UK: John Hopkins
University Press, 1999); Adam Przeworski, Michael Alvarez, Jose Antonio Cheibub, and Fernando Limongi, Democracy
and Development (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Michael Doyle and Nicholas Sambanis, Making
War and Building Peace (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006).

59David Bearce and Daniel Tirone, ‘Foreign aid effectiveness and the strategic goals of donor governments’, Journal of
Politics, 72:3 (2010), pp. 837–51; Zürcher et al., Costly Democracy.

60Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler, ‘Greed and grievance in civil war’, Oxford Economic Papers, 56:4 (2004), pp. 563–95;
Doyle and Sambanis, Making War and Building Peace; Michael Quinn, David Mason, and Mehmet Gurses, ‘Sustaining
the peace: Determinants of civil war recurrence’, International Interactions, 33:2 (2007), pp. 167–193; Barbara Walter,
‘Does conflict beget conflict? Explaining recurring civil war’, Journal of Peace Research, 41:3 (2004), pp. 371–88.

61Jørgen Møller and Svend-Erik Skaaning, ‘Set-theoretic methods in democratization research: An evaluation of their uses
and contributions’, Democratization, 26:1 (2019), pp. 78–96.

62Charles Ragin, Fuzzy-Set Social Science (Chicago, IL and London, UK: University of Chicago Press, 2000); Charles Ragin,
Redesigning Social Inquiry: Fuzzy Sets and Beyond (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Carsten Q. Schneider and
Claudius Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
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combination of conditions) represents a potential statement of sufficiency. Cases are assigned to
the truth table rows that represent them best according to the empirical data, which then serves to
calculate the degree to which a row can be considered sufficient for the outcome of interest. With the
consistency threshold (which should be tailored to the data at hand, but at least 0.75) the researcher
determines how much inconsistency is accepted for the rows to be included in the minimisation.63

By discarding redundant information, algorithm-based minimisation reduces the truth table to its
simplest, but still valid expression of sufficiency presented in the ‘solution’. I conduct fuzzy-set QCA
using the Enhanced Standard Analysis and interpret the parsimonious solution after making sure
that no untenable assumptions64 are included in the minimisation process.65

The QCA identifies patterns – or alternative pathways characterised by a specific configuration
of conditions – that explain the outcome under investigation. However, although such a config-
uration identified through the QCA suggests a causal relationship, it does not prove causation nor
does it specify the causal mechanism that might explain the link between the pathway and the
outcome. Therefore, I use qualitative insights to support the causal interpretation of the QCA
results.66 Even though a detailed process tracing to ascertain causality is beyond the scope of
this article, insights from qualitative interviews thus help to conduct a plausibility check of the
causal relationship suggested by the QCA.

Case selection

The analysis focuses on cases of (initial) democratisation in the aftermath of civil war in the per-
iod 1990–2014. Although supporting democratisation has been an integral part of international
peacebuilding efforts since 1990, the argument that democratisation can trigger violent conflict is
emphasised in particular for postconflict contexts. Thus, this article focuses on high-risk cases in
which the destabilising effects of democratisation are presumably most pronounced. The end of
the Cold War significantly changed the international system and international efforts to foster
democracy in their current form only started thereafter. Focusing on all cases of civil war that
ended in 1990 or later, the sample comprises 18 postconflict episodes that feature an increase
in political competition shortly after the end of the civil war.

Civil wars are commonly understood as internal conflicts between the government and a
non-state armed force aiming to overthrow the government or gain independence over a specific
territory. Using data from UCDP/PRIO, this article applies the established threshold of one thou-
sand battle-related deaths in one year to distinguish a civil war from (minor) civil conflict.67 This
yields a set of cases with a similar history of violent struggle and comparable legacy of violence
shaping the dynamics of postconflict democratisation. Each postconflict episode constitutes a
potential case. If a country has experienced several civil wars, each of these postconflict peace
episodes is included as a distinct case, if it has been accompanied by democratisation.

To determine if democratisation occurred after a civil war ended, I use the polyarchy index by
the ‘Varieties of Democracy’ project dataset v. 7.1).68 Designed to represent Dahl’s concept of

63Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods.
64I do so by testing for Simultaneous Subset Relations, Contradictory Simplifying Assumptions, or necessary conditions

and assessing whether the simplifying assumptions used in the parsimonious solution are plausible (see appendix 7 in the
online supplementary material).

65Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods, pp. 197–249.
66Gary Goertz, Multimethod Research, Causal Mechanisms, and Case Studies: An Integrated Approach (Princeton, NJ:

Princeton University Press, 2017); Carsten Q. Schneider and Ingo Rohlfing, ‘Case studies nested in fuzzy-set QCA on suf-
ficiency: Formalizing case selection and causal inference’, Sociological Methods & Research, 45:3 (2016), pp. 526–68.

67Nils Gleditsch, Peter Wallensteen, Mikael Eriksson, Margareta Sollenberg, and Håvard Strand, ‘Armed conflict 1946–
2001: A new dataset’, Journal of Peace Research, 39:5 (2002), pp. 615–37; Erik Melander, Thérese Pettersson, and Lotta
Thémner, ‘Organized violence, 1989–2015’, Journal of Peace Research, 53:5 (2016), pp. 727–42.

68Michael Coppedge, John Gerring, Staffan Lindberg, Svend-Erik Skaaning, Jan Teorell, David Altman, and Steven Wilson,
‘V-Dem Country-Year Dataset v. 7.1’, Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) Project (2017).
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polyarchy, this narrow conceptualisation of democracy allows to clearly distinguish it from the
outcome of interest, peace. Cases are considered ‘democratisers’ and become part of the sample
if their level of democracy increases within the first five postconflict years. This selection explicitly
includes cases whose initial increase in democracy levels was short-lived and followed by a deteri-
oration within the five-year period.69 Figure 1 displays all cases and their democratic trajectory
between 1990 and 2015. The black line indicates the end of the war, the shaded area highlighting
the five years after the war ended. A red line indicates a renewed outbreak of violence. A robust-
ness test using the Unified Democracy Scores as an alternative measurement of democratisation70

is presented in appendix 11. All 18 postconflict democratisers except Nicaragua start at very low
levels of democracy and have been classified as closed or electoral autocracy at war’s end by
V-Dem in their ‘Regimes in the World’ indicator.71

Outcome and periods of analysis

This analysis aims to explain when processes of postconflict democratisation remain peaceful.
Peace is operationalised narrowly as the non-recurrence of violence until today, but at least for
five years. Recurrent violence is captured in a fuzzy-set that differentiates between: (1) peaceful
outcomes with no or minor violence below one hundred battle deaths; and (2) recurrence of
major violence (above that threshold) up to full civil war. Each peace episode starts with the
year after the civil war ended (that is battle deaths dropped below 25) and ends with the
recurrence of major violence. Figure 1 presents all the cases clustered according to the outcome
– whether they remained largely peaceful or experienced renewed violence. An alternative, quali-
tative assessment of peace serves for a robustness test, presented in appendix 11 (supplementary
material).72

The analysis includes the average support over the first seven postconflict years for each case;
or as many years as peace lasted if recurrence occurred earlier. All cases have held formal elec-
tions within the seven-year period: Elections are key to arguments for both the positive effects of
democracy, as well as its destructive forces, since they can act as a prism to set hidden potential
for violence free.73 Hence, this period ensures that each case had to pass this ‘test’ with its high
risk of escalation.

Explanatory variables

This article focuses on support for: (1) competition; (2) institutional constraints; and (3) cooper-
ation to analyse the effect of democracy aid on renewed violence in the context of postconflict
democratisation. It further includes (4) a country’s predisposition for conflict recurrence to
capture the difficulty of the country context.

Per capita ODA commitments serve to approximate external support geared towards each area
of engagement, using data provided by the AidData project (research release 3.0).74 Since ODA is

69The selection strongly coincides with algorithm-based endeavours identifications of periods of democratisation.
Cederman, Hug, and Krebs, ‘Democratization and civil war’; Staffan Lindberg, Patrik Lindenfors, Anna Lührmann, Laura
Maxwell, Juraj Medzihorsky, Richard Morgan, and Matthew Wilson, Successful and Failed Episodes of Democratization
(Gothenburg, Sweden: University of Gothenburg, 2018).

70Daniel Pemstein, Stephen Meserve, and James Melton, ‘Democratic compromise: A latent variable analysis of ten mea-
sures of regime type’, Political Analysis, 18:4 (2010), pp. 426–49.

71Coppedge et al., ‘V-Dem’.
72Conflict Barometer, ‘Disputes, Non-Violent Crises, Violent Crises, Limited Wars, Wars’ (Heidelberg, Germany:

Heidelberg Institute for International Conflict Research, 2017).
73Hegre and Fjelde, ‘Democratization and post-conflict transitions’; Höglund, Jarstad, and Kovacs, ‘The predicament of

elections in war-torn societies’.
74Michael Tierney, Daniel Nielson, Darren Hawkins, Roberts Timmons, Michael Findley, Ryan Powers, and Robert Hicks,

‘More dollars than sense: Refining our knowledge of development finance using AidData’, World Development, 39:11 (2011),
pp. 1891–906.
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Figure 1. Case selection: Postconflict democratisers.
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decided upon in bilateral negotiations, substantial commitments indicate that donors and recipi-
ent governments identified demand in the area and that donors know and care about develop-
ments, which can directly affect political dynamics. Although commitments reported by
donors contain the uncertainty that the full amount might not have been disbursed, this article
relies on commitments as the best available approximation for donor engagement in different
areas: Only data on commitments provided by AidData after rigorous double-blind coding is
accurate enough to allow a disaggregated analysis of democracy aid. Quality and coverage of avail-
able disbursement data is extremely limited.75

The first condition captures substantial support for political competition. It includes the pro-
motion of free and fair elections, the free flow of information, or strengthening pluralism directly
by providing support for political parties, legislatures,76 human rights, or civil society organisa-
tions. Second, substantial support for institutional constraints regards engagement in constitu-
tional development, efforts to strengthen the capacity, accessibility, and independence of the
judiciary and generally, the supremacy of the rule of law.77 The third condition, substantial sup-
port for cooperation, is society focused. It measures support for dialogue, peaceful conflict reso-
lution and reconciling different societal groups, including former conflict parties.78 Since neither
the OECD self-reporting system, nor AidData records this type of support separately, I use newly
data coded in a joint research project79 (see appendix 4 in the supplementary material for more
information).

I use fuzzy-set QCA to combine a qualitative differentiation in kind (for example, democracy
vs non-democracy) with a quantitative differentiation in degree (for example, more or less demo-
cratic systems). The set-theoretic logic of QCA requires transforming raw data into meaningful
sets. In contrast to crisp-set QCA that only offers a dichotomous distinction (1 or 0), using fuzzy-
sets allows a more precise representation (between 0 and 1) of each case across the conditions.
Assuming that not any negligible amount of external support matters, I define the crossover
point (distinguishing between substantial and unsubstantial support) based on substantive and
case knowledge combined with evident gaps in the data (see appendices 2 and 3 for a detailed
elaboration). Appendix 11 presents various robustness tests performed of these calibration deci-
sions. The three types of democracy aid are measured in per capita ODA commitments over the
period of analysis.

To take into account the contextual difficulty of building peace, the analysis includes a
case’s ‘predisposition for conflict recurrence’, that is, a particular high risk of renewed violence.
Despite the possibilities of external actors to influence peace and democratisation, these pro-
cesses are primarily domestically driven. If a case is highly predisposed to experience recur-
rence, the best external efforts might be insufficient to prevent a relapse. The aggregate
condition ‘predisposition for conflict recurrence’ is composed of those factors established in
the peace and conflict literature to increase the risk of recurrence. It assumes that char-
acteristics of the previous war (short wars, less severe wars, and those with more than one
faction involved), as well as structural context conditions (low socioeconomic development,
high resource dependence and violent conflict in the neighbourhood) increase the

75OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development), ‘Technical Guide to Terms and Data in the
Creditor Reporting System (CRS) Aid Activities database’ (2018), available at: {http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/crsguide.
htm} accessed 12 February 2010.

76Supporting legislatures could also be considered as strengthening institutional constraints. However, in emerging dem-
ocracies these are often dominated by personnel from the governing party and rarely serve as a check on the executive.

77These conditions are captured by AidData codes 15150 and 15130.
78Strengthening government capacities, also subsumed under the CRS Code ‘Politics and Governance’ is not included,

since it can also serve to stabilise autocratic regimes.
79Karina Mross, Charlotte Fiedler, and Jörn Grävingholt, ‘Identifying pathways to peace: How international support can

help prevent conflict recurrence’, International Studies Quarterly (forthcoming).
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risk.80,81 Appendix 5 provides a detailed overview of the operationalisation and calibration of
this condition.82 The empirical pattern shows that the predisposition does not drive support –
neither are high predisposition cases more likely to receive support, not do external actors shy
away from such contexts. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of the four conditions across the
cases: Each bar shows the amount of ODA a case received over the period of analysis, the col-
ours differentiating between the three types of support. The circle below each bar indicates
whether the case has a high predisposition for recurrence (black) or not (empty circle).

Findings
This article uses fuzzy-set QCA to assess what combinations of democracy aid (support for com-
petition, institutional constraints, and cooperation) can mitigate destabilising effects of postcon-
flict democratisation. It identifies two combinations of support that can indeed help to sustain
peace.83 The strongest finding suggests that combining substantial support for competition
with substantial support for institutional constraints can facilitate peaceful democratisation.
Importantly, democracy aid is not associated with renewed violence.

I conduct separate analyses for the presence and the absence of the outcome to gain a better
understanding on whether certain aspects of democracy support can contribute to peace, or trig-
ger renewed violence.84 Table 1 presents the truth tables for peace and for recurrence, which is the
first step in any QCA application. Based on the empirical data, the cases have been assigned to the
truth table row – that is, combination of conditions – that represents them best. The consistency
score (between 0 and 1) indicates the degree to which each combination of conditions can be con-
sidered sufficient for the outcome. A clear gap in the consistency levels of the truth table rows
guides the placement of the raw consistency threshold at 0.77, determining which rows are con-
sistent enough to be included in the subsequent minimisation process (Table 1).85 Testing for
necessary conditions yields no condition, or combination of conditions, that can be considered
necessary for peace or recurrence (see appendix 9 in the supplementary material).86

Peaceful democratisation

The analysis of sufficiency suggests two alternative pathways to peace during postconflict democ-
ratisation. The parsimonious solution explains seven out of the 12 cases that remained peaceful

80The effect of other factors (for example, the type of conflict termination, power-sharing, or regime type) on conflict
recurrence is still debated. See Paul Collier, Anke Hoeffler, and Måns Söderbom, ‘Post-conflict risks’, Journal of Peace
Research, 45:4 (2008), pp. 461–78; Caroline Hartzell and Matthew Hoddie, ‘Institutionalizing peace: Power sharing and post-
civil war conflict management’, American Journal of Political Science, 47:2 (2003), pp. 318–32; Michaela Mattes and Burcu
Savun, ‘Fostering peace after civil war: Commitment problems and agreement design’, International Studies Quarterly, 53:3
(2009), pp. 737–59; Quin, Mason, and Gurses, ‘Sustaining the peace’; Monica Toft, ‘Ending civil wars: A case for rebel vic-
tory?’, International Security, 34:4 (2010), pp. 7–36.

81Collier and Hoeffler, ‘Greed and grievance in civil war’; Collier, Hoeffler, and Söderbom, ‘Post-conflict risks’; Doyle and
Sambanis, Making War and Building Peace; Quinn, Mason, and Gurses, ‘Sustaining the peace’; Walter, ‘Does conflict beget
conflict?’.

82Concept and operationalisation of the condition predisposition for conflict recurrence have been adapted from a collab-
orative research project. See Mross, Fiedler, and Grävingholt, ‘Identifying pathways to peace’.

83Using the R packages QCA and SetMethods (Adrian Dusa, 2007). ‘User manual for the QCA(GUI) package’, Journal of
Business Research, 60:5 (2007), pp. 576–86; Juraj Medzihorsky, Ioana-Elena Oana, Mario Quaranta, and Carsten
Q. Schneider, ‘SetMethods: Functions for Set-Theoretic Multi-Method Research and Advanced QCA’, R package v. 2.3.1
(2018).

84The principle of asymmetric causality implies that we cannot deduce pathways to recurrence from pathways to peace,
since the two need not necessarily be mirror images of each other.

85Moreover, this consistency threshold ensures that Proportional Reduction in Inconsistency (PRI) is above 0.7 to prevent
that very small sets are included for the outcome and its negation. PRI indicates how far a condition might be considered
simultaneously sufficient for the outcome and its negation (simultaneous subset relations).

86To claim a relation of necessity, it needs to pass a test of accuracy (consistency level of at least 0.9), explanatory scope
(coverage of at least 0.6) and trivialness (indicated by the Relevance of Necessity).
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during democratisation after civil war. The consistency of 0.94 is sufficiently high to confidently
warrant an interpretation of the results.87

Table 2 presents the results. The first path ‘Cooperative democratisation’ shows that in cases
without (empty circle) a high predisposition for recurrence, substantial support (filled circle)
for cooperation alone can explain sustained peace. This path uniquely covers Nepal and includes
Guatemala and Sierra Leone. It indicates the importance of external efforts to promote ‘coopera-
tive democratisation’ by helping to bridge societal cleavages. In Nepal, a comprehensive peace
agreement ended the civil war and abolished the monarchy, completely overhauling political
power-relations. The comparatively low concentration of power and prewar democratic experi-
ence with long-established political parties could explain why societal reconciliation might be
considered sufficient to foster peaceful democratisation in this case. However, since only one
case is uniquely covered, it strongly drives this path, which must thus be interpreted with caution,
as discussed further below.

The second path ‘Controlled competition’ suggests that combined substantial support for
institutional constraints and competition can facilitate peaceful democratisation after civil
war, independent of the predisposition for conflict. Typical cases representing this path are,
for example, Bosnia, Liberia since 2004 and Nicaragua. This path is highly consistent and
explains half of all peaceful cases. Thus, supporting ‘controlled competition’ has a strong
explanatory power. This is in line with the theoretical expectation that support for a competitive
system needs to be accompanied by support for institutional constraints to prevent a

Figure 2. Distributions of conditions.

87Table 2 reports the consistency score – which indicates how much deviation exists in the data – for each path individu-
ally, and for the entire solution. Raw coverages indicate the share of the outcome that is explained by the results, while unique
coverage indicates the share of the data that is uniquely explained by one path.
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monopolisation of power that would curtail pluralism. The two types of support apparently
need to go hand in hand: On their own, neither can facilitate peaceful democratisation.
Promoting ‘controlled competition’ by combining both types of support, however, can explain
peaceful democratisation.

Guatemala and Sierra Leone are represented in both paths, that is, not uniquely covered. The
two cases received all three types of democracy aid and did not have a high predisposition for
recurrence – either of the two pathways could be at play, or even both at the same time. No
contradictory cases are part of the solution – cases that according to the analysis would be
expected to be peaceful but experienced renewed violence (deviant cases for consistency). Five
peaceful cases are not explained by the solution (deviant cases for coverage): El Salvador,
Mozambique, Peru, Sri Lanka (2010), and Tajikistan. This indicates that other factors might
be necessary to explain this subset of cases, most of which experienced a particularly strong
surge in democratisation after the civil war ended. They received no substantial democracy aid
(Mozambique and Peru) or in one area only. These cases present interesting avenues for future
research to further investigate what helped to facilitate peaceful democratisation in the absence of
external support.

Table 1. Truth tables.

PRED IC COMP COOP Consistency PRI Cases

Peace 0 1 1 0 0.91 0.88 NIC(P), S+K(P)

1 1 1 1 0.91 0.89 BIH(P), LBR_04(P)

0 1 1 1 0.9 0.88 GTM(P), SLE(P)

0 0 0 1 0.84 0.79 NPL(P)

0 0 0 0 0.73 0.65 MOZ(P), PER(P), LKA_10(P), TJK(P)

0 1 0 0 0.67 0.56 SLV(P), RWA_03(R)

1 1 0 0 0.58 0.39 GEO(R)

1 0 0 1 0.57 0.35 LBY(R)

1 0 1 0 0.5 0.31 LBR_97(R)

0 0 0 0.43 0.25 TCD_95(R), DRC_02(R)

Recurrence 1 0 0 0 0.81 0.75 TCD_95(R), DRC_02(R)

1 0 1 0 0.78 0.69 LBR_97(R)

1 1 0 0 0.72 0.61 GEO(R)

1 0 0 1 0.65 0.46 LBY(R)

0 1 0 0 0.57 0.44 SLV(P), RWA_03(R)

0 0 0 0 0.46 0.3 MOZ(P), PER(P), LKA_10(P), TJK(P)

0 0 0 1 0.41 0.03 NPL(P)

0 1 1 0 0.32 0.32 NIC(P), S+K(P)

0 1 1 1 0.27 0.12 GTM(P), SLE(P)

1 1 1 1 0.24 0.11 BIH(P), LBR_04(P)

Note: A truth table does not present fuzzy-set scores but indicates the absence (0) and presence (1) of a condition.
(P) or (R) after the case names indicate if the case remained peaceful or experienced recurrence.
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Table 2. Peaceful democratisation (parsimonious solution).

Conditions

Paths
High-conflict
predisposition

Substantial support for

Cases Consistency

Raw Unique

Competition
Institutional
constraints Cooperation Coverage

Cooperative
democratisation

○ ● Guatemala, Nepal, Sierra
Leone

0.91 0.30 0.08

Controlled
competition

● ● Bosnia, Guatemala,
Liberia04, Nicaragua,
Serbia (incl Kosovo),
Sierra Leone

0.95 0.5 0.29

Solution ∼HIGH_PRED*COOP + IC*COMP => PEACE 0.95 0.58

Note: Empty circles depict a condition’s absence (∼), shaded circles its presence. Empty cells indicate that the condition does not help to explain the outcome; it can be either present or absent. Cases in bold are
uniquely covered cases.
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Democratisation with recurrence

Do specific kinds or combinations of democracy aid trigger renewed violence, instead of promot-
ing peace? The analysis provides no evidence for a conflict-triggering effect of democracy aid.
Testing for patterns that explain recurrence yields only one path in high predisposition cases:
the absence of substantial support for cooperation (Table 3). The results indicate that a lack of
democracy support explains recurrence in high risk cases, not its presence.

The consistency of the parsimonious solution for recurrence is too low for substantially inter-
preting the results. However, it supports the general picture – all pathways to peace contain the
presence of democracy aid, while the path to recurrence is characterised by its absence. In light of
concerns against democracy aid in postconflict contexts (based on the findings that democratisa-
tion can be destabilising (see Paris),88 this adds strength to a general finding: The combined QCA
results for peace and recurrence support that democracy aid can help prevent recurrence during
postconflict democratisation. The findings do not suggest that such support inflicts renewed
violence.

Discussion

The results hold against a wide range of robustness tests. Conducting robustness tests recom-
mended as standards of good practice for QCA as well as more rigorous tests,89 I perform five
types of robustness tests by altering: (1) calibration and consistency thresholds; (2) case selection
(including alternative measurement and operationalisation of democratisers); (3) operationalisa-
tion of the outcome (including an alternative, qualitative assessment); and (4) model specifica-
tions (that is, adding a condition capturing the overall amount of democracy aid or removing
PRED). In addition, I engage in a modest form of (5) methodological triangulation by conducting
a plausibility check with a qualitative case study. Overall, I conduct 52 alternative runs of the
QCA across the different types of robustness checks (presented in appendix 11). All 52 tests
except one yield solutions in sub- or superset relation to the main solution formula presented
in the analysis, being in such a set-relationship is generally considered sufficient to increase
the confidence in the results in QCA robustness tests. Both pathways are identified across almost
all variations. However, as mentioned before, the first pathway (∼PRED*COOP) only covers one
case uniquely: Nepal. While small N research often relies strongly on individual cases, it is
important to note that the path disappears when Nepal is removed and thus it needs to be inter-
preted with caution. Unusual for QCA, the vast majority of the tests (all except five), even yield
the exact same solution formula as the standard model, with only minor variations in consistency
and coverage. Thus, the QCA results can be considered highly robust.

Comparing the theoretical expectations with the empirically observed pattern, QCA enables a
formalised theory evaluation that helps to disclose (1) which parts of the theory are supported by
the results; (2) in which direction theory should be expanded; and (3) which parts of theory
should be discarded.90 The results are summarised in Table 4 in a two-by-two matrix on whether
the solution predicts the outcome or not, and whether it was theoretically expected, both for
peace and for recurrence.

I theorised that combining substantial support for competition (COMP) with either substan-
tial support for constitutional constraints (IC) or for cooperation (COOP) can mitigate destabi-
lising effects of postconflict democratisation (COMP*IC + COMP*COOP + IC*COOP →
PEACE). The path ‘controlled competition’ strongly supports the part of the theory stating
that COMP and IC combined can facilitate peaceful democratisation. This finding is backed by

88Paris, ‘Saving liberal peacebuilding’.
89Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods; Svend-Erik Skaaning, ‘Assessing the robustness of crisp-set and fuzzy-

set QCA results’, Sociological Methods & Research, 40:2 (2011), pp. 391–408.
90Charles Ragin, The Comparative Method: Moving Beyond Qualitative and Quantitative Strategies (Berkeley, CA:

University of California Press, 1987); Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods.
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Table 3. Democratisation with recurrence (parsimonious solution).

Conditions

Path
High-conflict
predisposition

Substantial support for

Cases Consistency CoverageCompetition
Institutional
constraints Cooperation

Disregarded
democratisation

● ○ Chad95, DRC02,
Georgia, Liberia97

Solution HIGH_PRED*∼COOP => RECURRENCE 0.79 0.53

Note: Empty circles depict a conditions absence (∼), shaded circles its presence. Empty cells indicate that the condition does not help to explain the outcome, it can be either present or absent.
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six cases, which is one-third of all cases and half of the peaceful cases (TS, upper left quadrant).
The path ‘cooperative democratisation’, was unexpected and may suggest a refinement of the the-
ory (∼TS, lower left quadrant). However, since it relies strongly on the Nepalese case (the only
one uniquely covered by this path), the fact that it was also not backed by theory call for further
restraint in its interpretation. As the table (left side) indicates, the solutions do not contain incon-
sistent cases (such cases would represent the configuration of conditions but not the outcome).
Two theoretically expected pathways (COMP*COOP and IC*COOP) receive no empirical sup-
port (T∼S, upper right quadrant). Since there was also no contradictory evidence, further
research would be needed before discarding this part of the theory entirely. Five cases that
have so far remained peaceful are neither explained by the theoretical model nor by the solution,
indicating the potential existence of a yet uncovered, alternative pathway (∼T∼S, lower right
quadrant). An in-depth, qualitative study could shed light on the factors that may explain this
set of cases.

Regarding recurrence, the low consistency of the solution precludes drawing strong conclu-
sions. Yet, the findings provide some indications. According to the theory, one type of support
in absence of the other two types might contribute to renewed violence, which is not confirmed
by the solution. Four cases support part of this expectation (TS): democratisation in the absence
of democracy aid – more specifically ∼COOP – explains renewed violence. Interestingly, two
cases – Liberia_97 and Georgia – each represent the pattern PRED*COMP*∼IC*∼COOP and
PRED*IC*∼COMP*∼COOP, thus receiving one type of support only (for competition and insti-
tutional constraints, respectively) in presence of a high predisposition. This provides further sup-
port for the argument that the two types of support need to be combined, as the solution for
peace suggests. Two cases are not included in the solution, although their outcome was theoret-
ically expected (T∼S; Libya and Rwanda 03), both receiving one type of support only. There are
no cases where the outcome was theoretically unexpected (∼T).

Taking a closer look at the potential influencing factors discussed in the theory section pro-
vides some further insights (see appendix 6 in the supplementary material for an overview).
All cases explained by the solution implemented a demobilisation process, which might indicate

Table 4. Theory evaluation.

Outcome predicted by solution (S) Outcome not predicted by solution (∼S)

Results confirm theory (TS) No evidence for theory (T∼S)

Outcome expected by
theory (T)

Peace: ‘controlled competition’
6 cases, 0 contradictory
→ in line with theory IC*COMP

Peace: COMP*COOP+IC*COOP
0 cases
→ no support for, but also no
falsification of theory

Recurrence: ‘disregarded
democratisation’
4 cases, 0 contradictory
→ in line with part of theory
PRED*∼COOP

Recurrence:
2 cases uncovered
→ further research needed

Results theoretically unexpected
(∼TS)

Unexplained by theory and results
(∼T∼S)

Outcome not expected by
theory (∼T)

Peace: ‘cooperative democratisation’
1 case, 0 contradictory
→ suggests expanding theory by
∼PRED*COOP

Peace:
5 cases uncovered & unexplained
→ further research to expand model

Recurrence:
No cases
→ no indication for expanding
theory

Recurrence:
No cases
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that this is a crucial accompanying factor, speaking to the findings by Dawn Brancati and Jack
Snyder91 on the importance of demobilisation before holding peaceful postconflict elections.
However, it might also be the case that the international community engaged in these countries
strongly pushed for and supported demobilisation processes. As Lilli Banholzer observes:
‘External actors are involved in almost every DDR intervention, playing either a supporting or
a leadership role.’92 Interestingly, two cases that remained peaceful but are not explained by
the solution did not demobilise the warring parties. Other contextual factors present no clear pic-
ture: V-Dem data on the level of democracy at the end of the war and the concentration of power
varies substantively across these cases and does not provide a clear pattern. Three of the five
peaceful cases that are not explained by the solution have a comparatively high level of GDP
per capita, speaking to the literature identifying a high level of socioeconomic development as
a facilitating factor for democratisation and as reducing the risk of civil war recurrence. This
favourable context might thus explain why these countries managed peaceful democratisation
without international support.

Liberia: A plausibility probe

To assess the plausibility of the causal relationship suggested by the QCA, Liberia serves as an
illustrative case study of the path ‘controlled competition’. This path explains the majority of
peaceful cases independent of their predisposition. As a typical, uniquely covered case in this
path, Liberia is well suited for conducting a plausibility probe.93 Moreover, with a high predispos-
ition for conflict Liberia represents a particularly difficult case. Drawing on forty qualitative inter-
views and secondary sources, I examine in what way the combined substantial support for
competition and institutional constraints has helped to prevent destabilising effects of postcon-
flict democratisation. The plausibility of support for ‘controlled competition’ is confirmed in
Liberia by (1) comparing the first and second postwar period and (2) tracing the combined effect
of these two aspects of democracy aid.

After the first civil war, donors provided substantial support for competition to facilitate
democratic elections in 1997.94 Yet, support for strengthening institutional constraints was
neglected. Although the elections were fairly well organised thanks to international support,
the electorate did not believe that warlord Charles Taylor would accept defeat, nor that he
could be prevented from resorting to violence in that case.95 Yet, he was also able to draw on
his superior resources and networks for his landslide victory with the infamous slogan ‘He killed
my ma, he killed my pa, I’ll still vote for him.’ The elections were followed by a short period of
stability. Yet, soon Taylor used his democratically legitimated power to establish control over the
media and crack down on the opposition. The emerging democratic institutions were too weak to
provide any effective checks on his abuses of power.96 In 1999, fighting resumed and newly
formed armed groups challenged Taylor’s power violently.

After the second civil war ended in 2003, donors provided substantial support both for com-
petition and for institutional constraints, which helped to render democratisation peaceful. The
risk that democratisation might trigger renewed violence was still considerable: The high concen-
tration of power in the centralised presidential system yields high stakes in the elections,

91Brancati and Snyder, ‘Time to kill’.
92Lilli Banholzer, ‘When Do Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration Programmes Succeed?’, DIE Discussion

Paper 8/2014 (Bonn, Germany: German Development Institute, 2014), p. 20.
93Schneider and Rohlfing, ‘Case studies nested in fuzzy-set QCA on sufficiency’. See appendix 8 for XY-plots that provide

a graphic representation of the results, which is ideal to guide the case selection.
94Terrence Lyons, Voting for Peace: Postconflict Elections in Liberia (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 1999).
95Call, Why Peace Fails.
96Adekeye Adebajo Building Peace in West Africa: Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea-Bissau (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner,

2002), pp. 68–71; Paris, At War’s End, pp. 92–5.
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inflammatory rhetoric was used in all three rounds conducted since 2003, and after each presi-
dential election the losing party did not easily accept defeat.97

All interviewees agreed that international support for the elections substantially enhanced
the quality and credibility of electoral procedures and results, which was important to prevent
renewed violence. ‘We did not have the capacity in 2005 to organize a credible election. We
could have organized an election [in 2005], but the extent of legitimacy of this election was
questionable without international support. We needed [the reassurance] that “this election
is independent, it’s free and fair, it’s organized by the United Nations”’ (Interview
4_20-11-2017).98 Several interviewees emphasised that (only) defective and incredible elec-
tions would contain the risk of violence in Liberia and that the substantial external support
especially in 2005 and 2011 lent the results crucial legitimacy. As interviewees stressed, in
2011 the losing party had difficulties accepting the results, but ‘they did not have any evidence
to show that they were cheated. Because the process was managed by the international com-
munity’ (Interview 33_04-12-2017, also 28_30-11-2017). The international support reduced
the basis for allegations of fraud, and rendered violent mobilisation less likely, preventing a
violent escalation.

Furthermore, interviewees underlined the importance of civic education and freedom of
speech for democratic development in Liberia and acknowledged that international support
played a major role, for example by pushing for a law on the freedom of speech. This allows grie-
vances to be publicly raised without adhering to violence: ‘People are able to express themselves
freely without being penalized or without being put in jail. So freedom of expression is there
which [allows] for people to vent out their anger and talk about things instead of being sup-
pressed and then they find a way out’ (Interview 37_04-12-2017, see also 4_20-11-2017,
24_29-11-2017). Thus, international support for competition prevented renewed instability
caused by weak and defective democratic procedures unable to provide a sufficient degree of
impartiality, transparency, and credibility.

In addition to support for competition, substantial support was provided for strengthening
institutional constraints after 2003. While the judiciary still faces serious deficiencies, inter-
national efforts have helped to enhance its capacity and independence, and generally strengthen
the rule of law. ‘There was lots of support to reforming the justice system. We have more courts;
our courts are now functional. Even if we still have challenges with prolonged detention, pre-trial
detainees - people are now taking action to the court rather than taking the law in their hands’
(Interview 8_21-11-2017). In contrast, ‘in the past, those who did not go to the court at that time
felt that that was a waste of time, that they would not get justice’ (Interview 12_23-11-2017).
Moreover, various ‘integrity institutions’ have been established with strong international support,
including an auditing, human rights and anti-corruption commission. Thus, international sup-
port was crucial to establish certain checks on the executive (even if these are still limited),
restraining the ability of the ruling party to silence critical voices or engage in overt
rent-seeking (Interviews 11_22-11-2017, 10_22-11-2017, and 4_20-11-2017).

The combined support for competition and institutional constraints helped to render postcon-
flict democratisation peaceful in Liberia: facilitating fairly competitive and credible elections
reduced grounds for challenging the results violently by preventing grievances caused by an
uneven playing field, substantial procedural deficiencies or deliberate fraud. The increased cred-
ibility and legitimacy of the results not only minimised legitimate reasons to challenge the results
but also curtailed the potential of a sore loser to mobilise violent protest. However, the allegations
of fraud as well as fears that the situation might escalate, demonstrate that the support for com-
petition by itself was not sufficient to facilitate an electoral process without grounds for

97Elizabet Lievens, ‘Election Risk Assessment: Liberia 2017’ (Georgetown University, Washington, DC, 2016); The Carter
Center, ‘National Elections in Liberia, Fall 2017’, Final Report (Atlanta: The Carter Center, 2017).

98The background of interviewees is presented in appendix 12 in the supplementary material.
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contestation. In that context, it was important that the judiciary had been sufficiently strength-
ened to provide a credible, peaceful alternative to challenge the results (Interviews 12_23-11-
2017, 20_28-11-2017, 8_21-11-2017). For this, the 2017 presidential elections provided an illus-
trative test case. After the first round, the second-placed party filed an official complaint, upon
which the electoral commission halted the process to investigate. The commission, and later
the Supreme Court took the complaint seriously, but eventually dismissed the allegations. All pol-
itical parties patiently awaited and accepted the ruling, facilitating the first peaceful handover of
power since 1944. Observers emphasised it as a significant achievement that instead of protesting
violently: ‘People are turning to the law, people are having some level of faith … instead of saying
we fight’, which has been achieved with international support for reforming the judiciary
(Interview 4_20-11-2017). However, the allegations of fraud demonstrate that the support for
competition by itself was not sufficient to facilitate an electoral process whose results would be
beyond doubt and without grounds for contestation. Therefore, it was important that the judi-
ciary had been sufficiently strengthened to provide a credible, peaceful alternative to challenge
the results, whose verdict was patiently awaited and accepted by all parties.

Apart from democracy aid, other factors also played a role. In 1997, an UN observer mis-
sion and regional peacekeeping forces were present, yet left soon after the elections. In con-
trast, the robust UN peacekeeping mission after 2003 was not only much stronger but also
stayed for an extended period, which helped to address the credible commitment problem
and provided time for institutional development.99 However, as Virginia P. Fortna argues in
her seminal book, the effect of peacekeeping works not only through military means, but
also by influencing political dynamics through facilitating communication or providing sup-
port for elections and human rights.100 In fact, an UNMIL representative describes governance
and anti-corruption as key priorities in the immediate postconflict phase (Interview
6_20-11-2017). These types of activities, however, clearly constitute democracy aid and as
such are included in the analysis.

Another key difference compared to 1997 was the absence of most former fighters – member
of the transitional government were prohibited from running for presidency – from the 2005
presidential elections, though not from other elections. Most importantly Taylor was excluded
due to his exile and later imprisonment. Yet, beyond the 2005 presidential elections, former war-
time leaders have largely been co-opted into the political system, which seems to has worked as
an effective alternative to deal with spoilers.101 The former warlord Prince Johnson was one of the
main contenders in the 2017 elections.

These factors also indicate that in situations where domestic institutions cannot yet credibly
constrain potential spoilers, external enforcement can serve as a substitute. While indictment
before the criminal court is a very exceptional, extreme example, research shows that lower-scale
international scrutiny such as international peacekeeping, but also donor engagement or electoral
observation missions can already make a difference in providing constraints on political actors.102

When Taylor won the elections in 1997, he was able to act as he did because no domestic or inter-
national enforcement mechanisms existed that could impose the provisions entailed in the peace

99Though some observers argued that the reduced number and imminent withdrawal of the UN troops in 2017 led to
stronger restraint by the political parties.

100Virginia P. Fortna, ‘Does peacekeeping keep peace? International intervention and the duration of peace after civil war’,
International Studies Quarterly, 48 (2004), pp. 269–92.

101David Harris, Civil War and Democracy in West Africa: Conflict Resolution, Elections and Justice in Sierra Leone and
Liberia (London, UK: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2011); Stephan Hensell and Felix Gerdes, ‘Elites and international actors in
post-war societies: The limits of intervention’, International Peacekeeping, 19:2 (2012), pp. 154–69.

102Fortna, ‘Does peacekeeping keep peace?’; Matanock, Electing Peace; Inken von Borzyskowski, The Credibility Challenge:
How Democracy Aid Influences Election Violence (London, UK: Cornell University Press, 2019).
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agreement.103 In 2005, the strong international engagement was able to serve as ‘a neutralizing
force for everybody in the system’ (Interview 15_24-11-2017).

Conclusion
Can democracy aid tame postconflict democratisation processes? The relationship between
peace and democratisation has been a topic of debate for decades. This matters particularly
for countries just emerging from civil war: On the one hand, (functioning) democratic insti-
tutions are supposed to provide mechanisms of conflict management that can help to facilitate
peaceful cohabitation after civil war. On the other hand, the postwar context appears to be
particularly unsuited to handle certain aspects of transition towards liberal democracy. This
article contributes to the debate by taking a disaggregate perspective on the role democracy aid
can play in this context. It theorises and empirically investigates what kind of external support tar-
geting key dynamics of postconflict democratisation (that are either peace-enhancing or peace-
threatening) can mitigate potential destabilising effects, or, alternatively, might trigger renewed vio-
lence. A case’s predisposition for recurrence is factored in to account for difficult contexts.

Using fuzzy-set QCA to analyse patterns of democracy aid that explain sustained peace during
postconflict democratisation, this article identifies two robust pathways to peace: (1) substantial
support for cooperation in the absence of a high predisposition; and (2) substantial support
for institutional constraints provided jointly with support for competition, independent of the
predisposition for conflict recurrence. A qualitative case study of the second path ‘Controlled
competition’ confirms the plausibility of the results drawing on the Liberian case. These empirical
findings speak well to the theoretical expectations. Supporting meaningful competition is import-
ant, yet on its own insufficient to sustain peace. The same holds for support for institutional con-
straints. Only in combination, the QCA indicates, can these two types of support facilitate
peaceful democratisation after civil war. However, the theoretical expectation that support for
competition alone might trigger renewed violence has not been confirmed.

Thus, more generally, the analysis soothes concerns by scholars and practitioners that postcon-
flict democracy aid causes instability – the results do not indicate that any of these aspects of
democracy aid is linked to recurrence during postconflict democratisation. Instead, they suggest
that specific combinations of democracy aid can indeed help to sustain peace in this context. The
analysis focuses on democratisation after civil war, which according to the literature constitutes ‘least
likely contexts’ of peaceful democratisation. Therefore, it is plausible that the findings also apply to
processes of democratisation more generally, but need to be confirmed by additional research.
Further avenues for research emerge: to explore those cases that democratised peacefully without
international support, investigate the role specific institutions and their quality play, as well as
other context conditions, such as previous democratic experience, economic inequality or
power-sharing.

Moving beyond the question of whether democratisation helps or hampers building peace after
civil war, this study adds to the debate by providing new insights on the circumstances under
which postconflict democratisation contributes to peace, namely when accompanied by democ-
racy aid. The findings speak to previous research that investigates which factors render democ-
ratisation and postconflict elections less prone to violent conflict.104 This article is the first to
disaggregate democracy aid and analyse its effect on conflict recurrence. Using a configurational
approach presented new and nuanced insights, shedding lights on the specific combinations of

103Adebajo, Building Peace in West Africa; Desirée Nilsson and Mimmi Söderberg Kovacs, ‘Breaking the cycle of violence?
Promises and pitfalls of the Liberian peace process’, Civil Wars, 7:4 (2005), pp. 396–414.

104Brancati and Snyder, ‘Time to kill’; Flores and Nooruddin, ‘The effect of elections on postconflict peace and reconstruc-
tion’; Matanock, Electing Peace; Savun and Tirone, ‘Foreign aid, democratization, and civil conflict’.
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democracy aid that help to foster peaceful democratisation after civil war, which can provide
guidance to policymakers designing postconflict support strategies.
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